Log4Shell Remediation with Snyk

Snyk customers remediate 100x faster than industry average

760% increase in projects created by customers within 2 days of Log4Shell surfacing

35 Log4Shell issues fixed on average by each Snyk customer

$13,400 average ROI per customer from time savings having used Snyk

Thanks for updating that database as quickly as you did. Snyk was the first to update... I felt very comfortable with understanding our posture, understanding who was impacted and being able to figure out next steps.

Glen Gledgen, Security Vulnerability Manager, Sky Betting & Gaming

Props to @snyksec who made this a far less painful task than it's ever been in the past! I've no problem calling out good software when I see it.

Snyk Remediaion with Snyk

39% of customers affected by the vuln. Of those 79% had more than one occurrence of it

60% of customers remediated the vuln in transitive dependencies

-time to fix (avg. for Log4j, 2 vulnerabilities)

Snyk customers who fixed within first 2 days 99%

US FTC

The FTC intends to use its full legal authority to pursue companies that fail to take reasonable steps to protect consumer data from exposure as a result of Log4j, or similar known vulnerabilities in the future.

The FTC intends to use its full legal authority to pursue companies that fail to take reasonable steps to protect consumer data from exposure as a result of Log4j, or similar known vulnerabilities in the future.

Average Time to Fix

3.6 day

Industry Average

65 days

Snyk Customers Average Time to Fix

2.8 days

Average

760% increase in projects created by customers within 2 days of Log4Shell surfacing

Contact us to learn more